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Vancouver Island’s Raven coalmine project, looming across Baynes Sound, overshadowed the merriment at Denman Island’s Blackberry
Festival. Street theatre lightened the scene. (See also Round The Islands, page 11, and Editorial, page 4.)

Australian election 2010 ~ Richard Curchin
On August 21, Australians went to the polls
to elect a new government. The result was a
‘hung’ parliament in the House of
Representatives, the lower house of federal
parliament; the Liberal/Nation parties’
conservative coalition won 73 seats, the
Labor party 72 seats, the Green Party one
seat, and four independent MPs were
elected.
The last Australian Federal election was
held in 2007, Australia elect their federal
members every three years. The 2007
election was won convincingly by the Kevin
Rudd-led Labor Party after 13 years of rule
by
John
Howard’s
conservative
Liberal/Nation coalition.
The Rudd government started well but
floundered in the aftermath of the global
financial crisis, despite Australia having
weathered the financial storm better than

any Western country due to continued
exports of coal and iron ore to China.

4 Independents To Decide
After negotiations following August’s
election, the Green Party (which currently
holds the balance of power in the Australian
Senate, with 9 of the 76 seats) decided to
support a Labor-led coalition government,
giving another vote to the Labor side of the
house.
This left the four independent MPs to
choose who should form government. Thus
the outcome of a 13 million person vote
rested with four people. But these were welleducated people, well versed in politics.
Three of the independents are exmembers of the Nation Party, a rural-based
conservative party. All three had fallen out
AUSSIE ELECTION, please turn to page 4

First look for Northern Gateway pipeline
review committee
In late August and early September, the
Joint Review Panel set up by the National
Energy Board to evaluate the Enbridge
Northern Gateway proposal held its first
hearings in Whitecourt, Alberta, and
Kitimat and Prince George, BC. The
proposal covers a 1,172 km. twin pipeline
(condensate diluent west-to-east, diluted
bitumen east-to-west), together with
shipping terminal and storage facilities at
Kitimat, and shipping via supertankers to
Asia.
The panel was one of the first to be
appointed under a new procedure, set up
under the 2010 federal Conservative
government’s Budget Implementation Act,
which decreed that assessments of energyrelated projects would be led by the

National Energy Board (NEB) rather than
the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency.
Those attending the hearings expecting
to discuss the proposal was disappointed.
The sessions were strictly controlled by the
chair, Sheila Leggett, Vice Chair of the
National Energy Board, to discuss three
preliminary topics: whether a draft list of
issues prepared by the NEB was adequate,
what additional information should be filed
by Enbridge (in addition to the 10,000 plus
pages of the existing application), and
where the full-fledged oral hearings should
be held.
In Whitecourt, a CTV news crew was
asked to leave after 15 minutes, and the
PIPELINE, please turn to page 6

’Round! ’Round! ’Round! — We Get Around!

G

reetings to Saanich readers who are receiving Island Tides in their mailbox this edition. If you would like to continue reading Island
Tides, you can pick up your copy at University Heights Safeway, Fort & Foul Bay Safeway, Sidney Thrifty Foods, Fairway Market,
Serious Coffee, Starbucks, Deep Cove Market, Coast Capital Credit Union, The Roost Farm Bakery and Canoe Cove Marina.
is available at these

S ERI OUS COF FE E

locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Nanaimo—V I Conference Centre

good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!

Campbell River—Island Highway @ Village Willow Point
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AT POINT ATKINSON
SEPTEMBER

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

15
WE

0439
1233
1754
2156

3.9
13.8
11.2
12.5

1.2
4.2
3.4
3.8

23
TH

0520
1120
1722
2347

13.1
6.9
13.8
5.9

4.0
2.1
4.2
1.8

16
TH

0544
1344
1928
2315

4.6
13.8
10.8
11.8

1.4
4.2
3.3
3.6

24
FR

0602
1151
1741

13.5
7.5
13.8

4.1
2.3
4.2

17
FR

0651
1439
2033

4.9
13.8
10.5

1.5
4.2
3.2

25
SA

0116
0645
1223
1802

5.2
13.5
8.5
13.8

1.6
4.1
2.6
4.2

18
SA

0046
0755
1521
2117

11.8
5.2
13.8
9.8

3.6
1.6
4.2
3.0

26
SU

0048
0730
1257
1824

4.6
13.5
9.2
13.5

1.4
4.1
2.8
4.1

19
SU

0202
0848
1553
2150

11.8
5.2
13.8
9.2

3.6
1.6
4.2
2.8

27
MO

0122
0820
1335
1849

4.3
13.5
10.2
13.5

1.3
4.1
3.1
4.1

20
MO

0302
0933
1619
2221

12.1
5.6
13.8
8.2

3.7
1.7
4.2
2.5

28
TU

0159
0917
1420
1917

3.9
13.5
10.8
13.1

1.2
4.1
3.3
4.0

21
TU

0353
1012
1641
2249

12.5
5.9
13.8
7.5

3.8
1.8
4.2
2.3

29
WE

0244
1023
1520
1952

3.9
13.5
11.2
12.8

1.2
4.1
3.4
3.9

0438
1047
1702
2318

12.8
6.2
13.8
6.9

3.9
1.9
4.2
2.1

30
TH

0335
1134
1643
2042

3.9
13.8
11.5
12.5

1.2
4.2
3.5
3.8

22
WE

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

AT FULFORD HARBOUR
SEPTEMBER

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

15
WE

0402
1241
1740
2047

2.6
10.2
8.9
9.2

0.8
3.1
2.7
2.8

23
WE

0453
1035
1651
2304

9.2
5.6
9.8
4.6

2.8
1.7
3.0
1.4

16
TH

0507
1344
1924
2154

3.0
10.2
8.5
8.9

0.9
3.1
2.6
2.7

24
FR

0542
1108
1706
2332

9.5
6.2
9.8
4.3

2.9
1.9
3.0
1.3

17
FR

0612
1433
2021
2325

3.3
10.2
8.2
8.5

1.0
3.1
2.5
2.6

25
SA

0631
1142
1723

9.5
6.9
9.8

2.9
2.1
3.0

18
SA

0712
1511
2057

3.6
10.2
7.9

1.1
3.1
2.4

26
SU

0003
0723
1216
1739

3.6
9.5
7.5
9.8

1.1
2.9
2.3
3.0

19
SU

0054
0802
1540
2125

8.5
3.9
10.2
7.2

2.6
1.2
3.1
2.2

27
MO

0038
0822
1256
1757

3.0
9.5
8.2
9.8

0.9
2.9
2.5
3.0

20
MO

0207
0846
1602
2150

8.9
3.9
9.8
6.6

2.7
1.2
3.0
2.0

28
TU

0118
0927
1343
1818

3.0
9.8
8.9
9.8

0.9
3.0
2.7
3.0

21
TU

0309
0925
1620
2214

8.9
4.6
9.8
5.9

2.7
1.4
3.0
1.8

29
WE

0204
1040
1450
1841

2.6
9.8
9.2
9.5

0.8
3.0
2.8
2.9

22
TU

0403
1000
1635
2238

9.2
4.9
9.8
5.2

2.8
1.5
3.0
1.6

30
TH

0257
1150
1633
1914

2.6
10.2
9.2
9.5

0.8
3.1
2.8
2.9

Canadian politics needs a game-changer ~ Murray Dobbin

A

s we head into a new political season it looks
depressingly like the old: a stand-off between the
malignant minority government of Stephen Harper
and the seriously diminished Liberal Party. Both these
parties and their leaders are so off the mark in terms of what
Canadians want and need that they can’t even break
through the 30% support mark. Harper seems to have
written off Quebec—a response to that province’s stubborn
attraction to social democracy. The Liberals have lost their
ability to connect with Quebec as well, virtually
guaranteeing that the Bloc Quebecois will continue to
dominate that province and make a majority federal
government almost impossible.
In this seemingly pathological stalemate Harper’s efforts
to dismantle the federal government continue unabated. He
rules the country by repeated doses of fear. It’s all about
keeping Canadians off-balance so they can’t keep their eye
on the stuff that actually matters. The census: be afraid of
the evil, nosy government prying into your affairs and
‘intruding’ into your life. The tough-on-crime bills: be afraid
of the bogeyman—especially the unreported crime that
Stockwell Day wants to build prisons for (because reported
crime is rapidly decreasing).
Be very afraid of Tamil refugees all waiting to form into
terror cells as soon as we apply our humanitarianism to
their plight. And while we should not forget to be afraid of
crime, we should also find time to be afraid of the gun
registry. Ignore the police who say it helps fight crime—and
learn to understand that as scary as crime is, it isn’t nearly
as scary as government. Better a lunatic with an untraceable
gun than a ‘bureaucrat’ interfering with your freedoms. And
be afraid of the Russians (to the tune of $16 billion for
useless jet fighters) whose routine training flights in the
north are suddenly classified as attempted incursions into
Canadian air space.
No prime minister in our history has actually shown
contempt for the very principle of government. But this is
Stephen Harper, who equates government with restrictions
on freedom. This is behind his absurd attack on the census:
make it as difficult as possible for your own government to
function properly. And if you hate Medicare as much as
Harper does, then you order your health minister not to
show up at the annual meeting of the Canadian Medical
Association (the first time ever).

Prime Opportunity For The NDP
More than one commentator has asked in exasperation:
who will rid the country of this odious pretender to the office
of prime minister? The answer could be the NDP—if it is up
to the task. Can it rise above the game playing and the
infantile tactical wars in Ottawa and actually respond to the
people of the country who are seeking genuine leadership?
So far the answer has been a disappointing no.
The NDP is, given the current political landscape, the
only party capable of responding effectively to the stated
values of most Canadians outside Quebec. (The Greens,
until there is proportional representation, are simply not in
the game of forming government.)
And I am talking about real leadership here, and I don’t
mean on things like child care, affordable housing and
enhancing Medicare. These are absolutely critical issues and
the NDP can be expected to continue to push for them. But
this is not bold leadership—almost everyone thinks we
should have child care and is appalled at our poverty levels—
and Canadians have a love affair with Medicare. This is norisk leadership. It doesn’t lead at all, it just follows a safe
path defined by polls and focus groups.

Be Bold About Your Beliefs
Leadership is being out in front, challenging people to
examine their values and act accordingly; it’s taking a
chance. As I have said before, bold leaders attract attention
and support simply by being bold about things they believe
in. Ronald Reagan was the best example of this. The
Democrats were opportunistic to the point of nausea—
people voted for someone who actually believed what he
was saying even though they most often disagreed with his
policies. People know that Jack Layton doesn’t really

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Tide Table Courtesy of

On Time & On Budget

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca
www.islandmarine.ca

Five Paths To Many More Votes
First, the NDP needs to be talking openly about a coalition
government to replace the Harper Conservatives, and about
the need for proportional representation. So far it has taken
the cheap route to the high moral ground, indicating it
would be willing to talk but refusing to take the lead by
putting the Liberals on the spot. It’s risky, but they could
acknowledge the risk as worth taking to save the country.
Second, the NDP must come out talking about the critical
necessity of increasing taxes—not just on the wealthy and
corporations but on the middle class who have also received
unsustainable tax cuts. Taxes are the price we pay for the
kind of society the NDP says it stands for. The Liberals know
they are needed and would be hard-pressed to attack the
NDP, especially when one of their own, John Manley, as
spokesman for the largest corporations in the country, has
called for tax increases.
Third, the NDP has to take a strong and
uncompromising stand against the cynical crime bills that
Harper intends to re-introduce this fall. There are few more
humiliating chapters in the NDP’s history than their
previous support for these same offensive bills. To support
them is to support incarcerating tens of thousands more
Canadians—competing with the US for a medal in moral
failure—and accomplishing exactly nothing in terms of
public safety.
Fourth, there is absolutely no excuse now for the NDP
leader not to apply the whip on his caucus regarding the
issue of the longgun registry, insisting that they all vote
against a Conservative private member’s bill eliminating the
registry. The Liberals are now united against the bill. The
leaks from the RCMP report testifying to its usefulness and
cost-effectiveness and the plans by Canadian police chiefs
to launch a campaign in support for the registry is all he
needs to demand unity.
Lastly, the NDP must come out with a clear attack on the
outrageous level of defence spending this country now takes
for granted, using the $16 billion order for fighter jets as the
launching point. We now spend more on defence,
proportionally, that at any time since the Second World
War, and Harper intends to continue increasing the defence
budget for the next 10 years, given the opportunity. Yet
Canada has never been less likely to be the target of a
military attack. And there is no appetite for US-style preemptive wars against ‘terrorist’ states.

Pour It On
The NDP party and many pundits have rightly given Jack
Layton credit for reviving a party that many of its detractors
predicted was virtually dead. But it is time to move beyond
the incrementalist strategy of adding a few seats in each
election. The country doesn’t have time for it. The NDP’s
gradual success—even assuming it works—will track the
steady decline of the country and a continuing change in its
political culture. (Remember, Fox News North is coming).
By the time the NDP ‘succeeds,’ Canada’s capacity for social
democracy may well been eroded to the point where its
strategy produces only a Pyrrhic victory.
It is time for a game-changer—something that will
transform the political landscape, create debate, give people
hope and demonstrate to Canadians that there just might
be something worth voting for next time.
Over to you, Jack.
This opinion piece appeared in online newsmedium, The
Tyee, www.thetyee.ca. Murray Dobbin lives on the
Sunshine Coast. 0

A Truly Island Home

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
Ross Walker
250-537-9710

support doubling the number of people in jail—so they
know he is asking them to vote for him even though he is
misleading them about what he and his party believe.
We will know if the NDP is capable of leading the country
by watching a handful of key issues on which the future of
the country and its political culture depend. All of them
entail risk, but all of them fit well within what two thirds of
Canadians say they want or would consider. In my view, all
of them—some quickly, others over time—would boost the
NDP’s electoral fortunes and could begin to transform
Canadian politics.

Build your Dream • Build it Green
• Prefab custom home packages

866-352-5503

• Qualified builders available

• Visit one of our island show homes

www.mandalahomes.com

• Off grid options

info@mandalahomes.com
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Bob’s Boat ~ Graham Brazier, Photos Dennis Forsyth

B

etter than I dreamed,’
beamed a buoyant
Bob
Parsons
as
Norma May nudged the
pebbled shores of Fillongley
Beach, Denman Island. It was
early in the evening of August
22 and Bob’s 14-foot, clinkerbuilt boat, named for his
mother, had just completed
her first sea-trial in Lambert
Channel to much applause
and hooting from the sixty or
so witnesses lining the shore. The meticulously handcrafted
product of a year-and-a-half of steadfast devotion got a
vigorous ‘two thumbs up’ from Bob as he rested on the oars,
grinning broadly.
Bob’s project had lived in his head for more than twenty

required for the hull.
Over the years on Denman Island, Bob’s semi-annual
visits to the beach in search of seaweed, a task familiar to
many gardeners, augmented his collection of found building
materials—as did a chance encounter with a local sculptor
when a deal was struck to trade fresh vegetables for a
particularly fine piece of cedar. Bob figures that, in the end,
found and bartered materials account for about 85% of
Norma May’s component parts.
As important as a good collection of quality materials is
to such a project, it couldn’t move ahead without a huge
investment of time, which simply wasn’t available to Bob
until the Government of Canada decided that he was old
enough to manage a monthly allowance.
Appreciative that his maturity had been formally
recognized by the folks in Ottawa, Bob got right down to
work. First he built a workshop attached to a greenhouse,
so that he could share the heat with the plants, then, once

years while he and his wife, Velda, grew vegetables and
flowers for the Denman Island Farmer’s Market on their
Windy Marsh Farm property.
His collection of building materials for the small sailing
boat began at Genoa Bay where he lived on the water and
worked repairing boats. It was there, on the beach, more
than twenty years ago that he found the red cedar log that
would eventually contribute more than 60% of the closegrained material Bob used to fashion the eighteen planks

he tracked down a copy of Traditional Boatbuilding Made
Easy: Building Catherine: A 14-Foot Pulling Boat In The
Whitehall Tradition by Richard Kolin, he got started
transforming the cedar beams he had cut from the raw logs
into planks for the clinker-built boat.
As you might imagine, Bob’s copy of the 97-page manual
looks much handled, though there’s nothing to suggest that
the handling wasn’t respectful: a few marginal calculations,
a sketch or two, a few unidentifiable smudges, but no

discernable blood stains.
Indeed Bob had great respect for the manual, but, he
didn’t follow it blindly. He made two significant
modifications to his boat. Instinctively, he thought the
suggested placement of the hull ribs at 8 inches apart
wouldn’t offer sufficient strength and reduced it to 6 inches.
The origin of the other modification was more complex.
When it came time to make and install the centerboard—
the retractable keel essential for sailing—Bob approached
the task deliberately and cautiously, as he approached all
steps necessary to the completion of his project. He selected
the appropriate size bit, tightened it into the drill with his
key, and poised, drill in hand, ready to create a hole in the
hull of his boat. Unable to squeeze the trigger, Bob thought,
‘Maybe there’s an alternative to drilling a hole in the bottom
of my brand new boat.’
And, indeed there was: they are called ‘leeboards’ and
though Bob determined that two were required—one for
each side of the boat—neither one required that he pierce
the hull of his boat. Hence, Bob chose to make two oak
leeboards rather than one centerboard.
On the beach, having given two thumbs up to the first
sea-trial, Bob was now keen for a second which would assess
Norma May’s sailing capabilities. This second sea trial
however was delayed by much exaltation, not to mention,
cake and punch and other gestures of congratulations.
However, as we exalted, the waters of Lambert Channel also
exalted and grew a tad choppy. ‘Would he? or wouldn’t he?’
became the buzz on the beach. The sail, the mast, the boom,
the leeboards and the rudder all awaited deployment and a
crew stood by at the ready until the words came from Bob,
‘Let’s Go.’ With a minimum of fumbling among the novice
crew, the second sea-trial got underway and together, Bob
and Norma May were halfway to Hornby Island before
they turned in a grand arc and it became evident to all on
shore that they were a perfectly well-matched duo. 0

Commentary by Elizabeth May

That amazing salmon run—were we wrong to be worried?

I

t seems a lot longer than a year ago that I wrote my first
column in Island Tides, ‘From cod to salmon: when do
we ever learn?’
Last year, the front pages of our newspapers screamed
out the news of sockeye salmon collapse. Over 10 million
fish were ‘missing.’ Citizens were demanding answers and
the federal government launched commission to investigate
the mystery of the missing fish.
This year, the Cohen Commission is underway, but the
salmon news could not be more different. This year’s
salmon return is the largest since 1913. Some twenty-five
million Fraser River sockeye have returned, compared to
the dismal less than one million last year. Last year’s salmon
run had been predicted by DFO to be a bumper year, with

ten million fish expected. This year DFO had no expectation
of a huge return. I guess the one constant in fisheries science
is that DFO predictions are unreliable. To put it mildly.
Some in the anti-environmental crowd have been
triumphant. In the Globe and Mail Margaret Wente used
this year’s amazing sockeye return as a cudgel to beat the
David Suzuki Foundation, environmentalists in general and
Alexandra Morton, in particular. (‘BC’s fishy salmon
science,’ September 2, 2010). She claimed that all of the
above had received millions in support from fat-cat, US
funders to attack the fishfarm industry.
As anyone who knows Alexandra Morton knows well,
the charge is outrageous. She survives on next to nothing
and small donations somehow keep her campaign (and her

dear self) alive (see also her ad in Attractions, page 10). The
question is not how much money Alexandra receives, but
how she manages to survive and be so effective on so little.
Wente also trumpeted that the collapse of ocean life is a
much greater threat than global warming, and then went
on to proclaim that the successful run this year somehow
proves the sealice from open pen salmon farms is not a
threat to wild salmon. Fish farms, according to Wente, will
be essential to feed the vast and growing populations of the
world’s hungry. She made no mention of the carnivorous
nature of salmon and the larger quantity of wild fish that
are taken from hungry human mouths to feed the farmed
fish.
SALMON please turn to page 8
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with the Nation Party and have previously held seats as
independents. Well-informed people, whose backgrounds
are political science, economics, mining and farming, they
were not prepared to toe the party line; they had the
confidence of their predominantly conservative electors.
The fourth independent, Andrew Wilke, the former
intelligence analyst and Iraq War whistle-blower has an
altogether different background. From Tasmania, after a
career in the Australian Army, he worked as an analyst in the
Australian intelligence agency—the Office of National
Assessments (ONA). He resigned from ONA before the start
of the Iraq war claiming that there was no threat from Iraqi
weapons of mass destruction and that the evidence cited by
the USA and UK had been fabricated. Since 2003 he was
written Axis of Deceipt, stood as a Green senate candidate
in 2007, and been a popular public speaker.
His views are well known, he supports reform in mental
health and dental health, areas which need reform in
Australia and is generally pro welfare state and a fair-go for
all Australians. He also supports a more humane treatment
of refugees and anti-discrimination on all fronts. Not
surprisingly he opted to support a Labor-led government.
This left the other three independent MPs undecided.
Nicknamed ‘The Three Amigos’, Bob Katter, Rob Oakeshott
and Tony Windsor demanded and got agreement from both
sides of the house to reform the parliamentary standing
orders and to make Question Time relevant. Question Time
had become a national disgrace. Hardly any attempt is
made to answer questions sensibly, and half the questions
are Dorothy Dix questions—designed to allow government
ministers a few minutes of air time (or should it be hot air
time) without answering any particular question.
Other reform were also agreed, principally the pairing of
members unable to vote, and the role of an independent
speaker. These reforms are designed to make government
possible with a small majority in the House of
Representatives.
However, The Three Amigos greatest achievement was
to sit down with the Secretary to the Treasury, Dr Ken Henry
and go through the costings of the two main parties election
promises. This they did, and to the annoyance of both
parties, they then published them. There were some holes in
the costings of the Liberal/National coalition policies.

C

Editorial: None So Deaf As Those That Will Not Hear

itizens who have written to the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) about
the proposed Raven coal mine proposed for Fanny
Bay must wonder whether their efforts are completely futile.
The agency has refused to post the letters it has received on
its website.
On August 6, CEAA invited the public to comment on a
background document describing the Raven project, with a
closing date of September 20. But the hundreds of members
of the public who responded to this invitation have found
themselves isolated, writing in a vacuum, unable to read or
assess the comments of others, so no real discussion can
take place.
The public is deprived of information from others, and
the CEAA appears deaf to the public. This makes a farce of
public process, and destroys the credibility of the agency.
In a half-hearted response to complaints, the CEAA has
agreed to deliver copies of the public comments to
Coalwatch (the prime citizen organization concerned with
the mine proposal), but not until the end of the public
comment period. Copies are apparently also to be delivered
to Compliance Coal Corporation, the proponent.
CEAA has argued that it cannot post comments because
they would all have to be translated into both official
languages (not necessary); because it has not been ordered
by a Review Panel (which has not yet been constituted); and
that they do not have the staff to do the work (not true).
These are phoney excuses.
The public has a right to see what the Agency is being
told, and promptly. The Agency is refusing to be
accountable, either for carrying on a meaningful public
process, or for its response to the advice the public is giving
it.
On September 2, Coalwatch and the University of
Victoria Environmental Law Centre requested, that the
public’s letters be published, and that the deadline be
extended a further 30 days after the public comments are
posted on the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Registry website, to allow for meaningful discussion.
Is there no end to government tactics to silence the public?

Reviewing The News
Last week we gave our website archive, ‘Back Issues &
Reprints,’ a revamp; creating new categories and shifting
articles into them. This is the second time we have had to
do this. It’s partly to do with 20+ years of articles in the
archive, making former categories unwieldy, and also to do
with the changing focus of the news.
Although picky and tedious, it’s also quite exciting—a
mini-process in seeing how worldview is emerging. As
issues become received knowledge, like the dependency of
the world on oil and climate change, new categories have
emerged, like Farms & Food, Fisheries, Gardening, Green
Energy and our lovely grab-bag Salish Sea Goodlife.
With the accumulation of articles, ‘BC Politics’ needed a
split into BC Hydro, BC Ferries, BC Rail, Forests & Mining,
and The Legislature.
We are still working at getting Priscilla’s Almanac off the
ground. We are taking the front end of Saturna Notes, which
is a unique, two-weekly record of human life within our
ecosysytem, and putting together a year-over-year record.
We have also added an archive of Elizabeth May’s
commonsense commentary on Canada’s doings.
It’s quite a big task and the results are a bit rough so far—
as not all articles have been transferred to a more
appropriate category. You, dear reader, can help us by
taking a cruise through the website and be sure to email us
about any links that have gone haywire or anything else you
notice.
Now that the summer rush for copies has tapered off, we
are resuming introducing more people to Island Tides by
mailing copies to rotating Canada Post ‘walks’ in Saanich
and elsewhere (see banner on the front page). As there is a
limit to how much we can spend on Canada Post delivery,
we hope people will subsequently pick up copies at our free
boxes and racks or will read online. Which reminds us,
please send in those voluntary subscriptions and donations
(see ad on page 8). They are the best way you can help us.
If you know of a area that would like to be introduced to
Island Tides, let us know and we will see what we can do. 0

Readers’ Letters
Foreign Takeovers
Dear Editor:
Regarding your article: Foreign takeovers of Canadian
corporations: should we care? September 2, 2010.There
are some additional issues that Elizabeth May did not bring
up that should be added to her excellent article.
BHP has also said they will pull out of Canpotex. That
can’t be good for Canada.
First, the Chinese would like nothing better than to break
Canpotex up. This would reduce pricing power immensely.
This would have a serious effect on not only the revenues of
the remaining members but the royalties the Government
of Saskatchewan collects.
Second, Canpotex may survive with its remaining
members Agrium and Mosiac but one has to understand
that the production capacity marketed by Canpotex is not
equal. That is, although Canpotex is owned equally by these
companies the amount of throughput is not equal. Agrium’s
share of the throughput is the smallest.
Canpotex has plans to build a $250million or so for a new
potash terminal at Prince Rupert, BC and about $250 million
for expansion at their North Vancouver, BC terminal for a
total of $500 million worth of long term investments in BC.
These investments will create many good quality long term
jobs as well as several years of high value construction jobs.
BHP has plans to build a new terminal in Vancouver,
Washington. If BHP pulls that throughput capacity from
Canpotex, will these expansion investments be needed? Not
a chance when PCS is the biggest proportion of terminal
throughput.
Do you think that BHP will not direct PCS’s entire
throughput to Vancouver, Washington to lower the unit
price of handling thus giving them a cost advantage over
Agrium and Mosiac—the remaining members of Canpotex?
Bob Katter (the ‘Mad Katter’), the member for Lindsey,
an electorate about twice the size of the UK, decided that he
could not incur the wrath of his conservative northern
Queensland rural electors and threw his hat in with the
National/Liberal coalition.
After two weeks of negotiations, Rob Oakeshott and
Tony Windsor, after being offered bribes and suffering
threats, decided to support the Labor-led coalition; giving
it 76 votes to 74.
The independents’ aim is to get stable minority
government for Australia for the next three years. The

The BHP takeover will cost Canada and in particular BC
and Saskatchewan huge amounts in lost jobs, royalty and
tax revenues. However, the US and Australia will make out
quite nicely, thank you.
Thank you Jim Flaherty for your income trust debacle.
The gift of tax losses to the Canadian people that just keeps
on taking.
Dr Michael Popovich, Rodney, Ontario

Gun Registry Information For Choices
Dear Editor:
The gun registry debate boils down to this. On the one side,
the registry is understood to be a step towards curbing
support for arms and militancy. And on the other, the
registry is seen as interfering with benign activities like duck
hunting.
Firearm management is particularly difficult because our
good neighbour to the south manufactures and distributes
guns like bottled water—including firearms that are not
appropriate for duck hunting or much else, except combat.
There is a real and pragmatic difference between a duck
hunter’s shotgun and handguns or automatic weapons. To
sort out who has what kind of weapons where, the first thing
to do is ask the public, ‘what do you have?’ Interpreting the
answer requires a database of ‘registered’ firearms. Of
course such a registry does not solve the issue of the
circulation of assault weapons but it is a step toward
attempting to distinguish between them and more benign
firearms.
We do not need combat weapons in the public domain.
We can approach the problem in one of two way. Either we
proceed with facts or we act in ignorance and blindly hope
we know truth from ficton. No gun registry means less facts
and turns getting to the heart of the issue—militancy and
crime—into a more ignorant effort.
Eugene Parks, Victoria 0

chance of that happening is slightly higher than that of their
being re-elected to their present seats.
The new government says it will be a middle of the road
government concentrating on reforms on health, taxation,
telecommunications, infrastructure and climate change
mitigation.
After a very negative election campaign Australians
should be grateful that there are politicians who still have
principles and even more grateful that the election was
decided by people who knew what they were voting for. 0
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‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands

SINGLE EVENT • $33.60 • With image $39.20 (max 50 words) MULTI-VENUE • $44.80 • With image $50.40 (max 70 words)

Payment with order only. VISA and MasterCard credit cards accepted

Now thru Sunday, Oct 10

Thursday, Sept 23

Sunday, October 3

A solo show by Stefanie Denz—prepare to enter a world of
imagination; her colourful portraits
and motion filled landscapes
promise to engender surprise,
wonder, and reflection • Starfish
Gallery and Studio, 1108 Grace
Point Square • 10:30am-4:30pm,
Tues to Sat • Info: 250-537-4425 •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Book Launch—Jack Whyte launches The
Forest Laird: the Scottish Wars are brought
blazingly to life in Whyte’s new Guardians
Trilogy; refreshments served • Talisman
Books & Gallery, Driftwood Centre • 4pm •
Info: 250-629-6944 • ON PENDER ISLAND

12th Annual Salt Spring
Island Apple Festival—
theme: Children & Apples (A
Magical Connection); growing
over 350 varieties of apples
organically: visit Apple Heaven •
Fulford Hall plus many farms •
9am–5pm • Info: www.saltspringmarket.com/apples • ON
SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, September 18
Pender Film Group Screenings—Petropolis (2009)—
filmed from above the Athabasca tar sands, capturing a view
of the worlds largest industrial, capital and energy project and
short film: Homegrown Revolution—urban homestead
harvests nearly 3 tons of organic food from a 1/10 acre garden
• Community Hall • 7:30pm • Admission by donation • Info:
www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, September 18
Saturna Island Family Estate Winery—12th Annual
Harvest Celebration; wine tasting, entertainment, fun events,
live music, fantastic food • at the Winery • Noon-5pm • Advance
tickets: $30 call 1-877-918-3388, at the gate $35 • Info:
www.saturnavineyards.com• ON SATURNA ISLAND

Thursday, September 23
Anton Kuerti and the Jacques Thibaud Trio—multiple
award winning pianist, composer,
teacher and tour organizer joins a
string trio to perform music by
Mozart, Beethoven and Goetz •
School Auditorium • 7:30pm •
Admission: single concert tickets:
adults $25, children $5, high school students
$12 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday, September 24
Jacques Thibaud Trio—Saturna Arts & Concert Society
presents the trio featuring cellist
Bogdan Jianu, violist Paul Cortese,
and violinist Kai Gleusteen;
founded in Berlin in 1994 and
named for the distinguished French
violinist • Community Hall •
7:30pm • Tickets: $25 at the door
after 7:00pm • ON SATURNA ISLAND

Sunday, September 26
Learning from Leonardo: A synthesis of Science, Art
and Eco Design—Centre for Child Honouring
presents Fritjof Capra, international best
selling author and dynamic speaker; 21st
century perspective on the science of
Leonardo da Vinci and its great relevance for
our times• 2pm • ArtSpring • Tickets: $25;
250-537 2102 • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Wednesday, September 29
Salt Spring Island Soft Plastic & Styrofoam Recycling
Depot—Pacific Mobile Depots’ user-pay recycling depot; small
fee per bag of recycling; please ensure all styrofoam & soft
plastic is clean, dry and sorted • Farmers’ Institute parking lot,
Rainbow
Road
•
8:30-11:30am
•
Info:
www.pacificmobiledepots.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Friday thru Sunday, October 15 - 17
Hakomi Workshop with Ron Kurtz—experience a master
therapist offering sessions and discussing Hakomi; Ron
received a USBPA lifetime achievement
award for the creation of Hakomi • Cost:
$350 before 24 September, afterwards,
$400; THu OCT 14: Introductory day
with Hakomi trainers, Bob Milone,
Marcia Burton; $25 • Register:
www.mindfulselfdiscovery.com • SALT
SPRING ISLAND

November 2010 thru June 2011
Intermediate Herbal Program—Jasmyn Clift, Clinical
Herbalist, & expert guests teach one weekend per month;
Advanced Medicine Making,
Anatomy & Physiology for
Herbalists & Materia Medica of
125 plants; Advanced Case Study
program
also
available;
Registration Deadline: Oct 15 •
Cost: $1,295 • Info: 250-653-2439
• ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Salish Sea-wide Visibility

islandtides@islandtides.com 250-629-3660

The Islands Trust Story:—Intermission—The Islands Trust Fund
Peter Lamb

A

cts I, II and III of this series told about the
formation of the Islands Trust in 1974, subsequent
amendments in 1977 to make the organization
more ‘mature and responsive,’ and its survival of a proposal
to abolish the Trust in 1982. (These episodes are available
on Island Tides website, www.islandtides.com.)
We now take an intermission to look at the success story
of the Islands Trust Fund—the land conservancy arm of the
Islands Trust.

The Islands Trust Fund Is Conceived
But Not Yet Born

The original Islands Trust Act, passed in June, 1974, did not
provide authority for the Trust to hold
land or receive donations from the
public. This is corrected about a year
later.
It is an offer of a property which
prompts the government to amend the
Act to authorize a trust fund ‘to develop
and look after the islands, to acquire
land for possible park purposes and for
wilderness areas.’ Minister James
Lorimer states that ‘we have found in
the past year that people who are
prepared to give donations objected to
giving them to government as such or to
a department of government.’
Over the next decade, Trust Council
repeatedly asks the Province to proclaim
the trust fund provisions of the Act, but
without success. In 1987, Social Credit
Minister Rita Johnston finally agrees to
the establishment of a Islands Trust
Fund as part of a broad review of the
Islands Trust and the trustees set up a
special Committee under Trustee Mike
Humphries to work on its structure.
An important aspect of his work is to
identify lands in the Trust Area that could be considered by
the trust fund. Trustees benefit from a 1975 study by
consultant Don Benn and the Nature Conservancy of
Canada that identifies ecologically sensitive areas on the
islands. All trustees are invited to suggest other lands for
protection in their areas.

However, it is two years before Minister Johnston finally
introduces Bill 78, in May 1989, proposing major
amendments to the Islands Trust Act including the
establishment of a Trust Fund Board ‘giving it a clear
mandate and budgetary and staff support through Trust
Council.’
The NDP opposition comments that it ‘is meaningless
unless seeded with sufficient money and/or land.’ The
Minister responds that this will not be considered until an
approved Trust Fund Plan is in place. The amended Islands
Trust Act is passed in July 1989, to be effective on April 1,
1990.
In this transition period, three trustees are appointed to
a Trust Fund Committee to
work with Ministry staff on a
program and budget for the
first year under the new
legislation and to prepare the
framework for the required
Trust Fund Plan. A new
Trust Fund Board will
consist of three of the elected
local trustees and three
Ministerial appointees, a
structure under which the
trust fund still operates.

Newborn
The first Islands Trust Fund
Board meeting is held on
May 17th, 1990 and, in the
following four years, the
initial trust fund plan is
approved by the minister,
staff is hired by the board and
the minister makes the first
provincial appointments to
the Board. The Islands Trust
Fund is finally operational.

Regional
Conservation Plan
Since then, much has been accomplished including the
following major initiatives. A comprehensive Five Year
Regional Conservation Plan was prepared for the period
2005 to 2010, with targets for ecosystem protection in each
Local Trust Area. By 2008, a target of 15% of protected lands
in the whole Trust Area had been met. A subsequent plan

for the next five years is now being prepared.

Tax Exemption Program
In 1994, green space was being taxed at the same rate as
residential property. Newly elected trustee Kim Benson led
a prolonged process with the BC Assessment Authority,
provincial ministries and others to ‘untax nature’ in much
the same way as taxes on eligible farm and forestry lands
can be reduced.
In 2002, the Natural Area Protection Tax Exemption
Program (NAPTEP), unique to the Islands Trust Area, was
finally launched on islands in the Sunshine Coast Regional
District. (See also advertisement, page 17.) Landowners can
qualify for a 65% reduction in the property taxes owing on
the portion of their land they are willing to protect under a
strict conservation covenant held by the Islands Trust Fund
and monitored annually. The Trust Fund currently holds
NAPTEP covenants on 15 properties, with 4 more NAPTEP
covenants in the works. The program has been expanded to
islands in the Capital, Nanaimo and Cowichan Valley
Regional Districts.

Crown Lands
Because of its unique status as a land trust under the
umbrella of a local government, the Islands Trust Fund is
able to acquire vacant crown land under the provincial Free
Crown Grant program. To date, the Trust Fund has
acquired three new nature reserves through this program,
on Gabriola and Gambier Islands and Bowen Islands.

A Success Story
The Islands Trust Fund has protected 19 nature reserves
and holds an additional 56 conservation covenants in 12 of
the 13 trust areas, protecting a total of 982 hectares of land.
Thanks to the generosity of island landowners, donors,
partners, and the Free Crown Grant program, the Islands
Trust Fund has spent less than $5 million to protect more
than $31 million worth of land. Even so, the ecological,
cultural, and social value of the lands and habitats protected
by the Island Trust Fund far exceeds their monetary value.
The Islands Trust Fund truly is a success story,
significantly contributing to the ‘preserve and protect’
mandate of the Islands Trust.
The number of bookstores carring the print version of ‘The
Islands Trust Story’ is burgeoning. Get yours at: Salt Spring
Books, Volume Two Book Store, Black Sheep Books, and
Watermark Books on Salt Spring Island; Saturna General Store;
Galiano Island Books; Talisman Books & Gallery on Pender
Island; Miners Bay Books on Mayne Island; Abraxas Books &
Gifts onDenman Island; The Island Book Shoppe on Gabriola. 0
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RCMP had been engaged to provide ‘security’. Presenters
were limited to 30 minutes, but written submissions were
also invited.
While the meeting in Whitecourt attracted a reported
audience of 30, the Kitimat meeting was a full house, with
hundreds outside. In addition, a demonstration occurred
outside Enbridge’s office in Vancouver.
At press time, no report on the Prince George meeting
was available.

Wide Scope of Evaluation
These hearings were more an opportunity for the joint
review panel to get the feel of public opinion rather than
hear substantive argument. However, the draft list of issues
published by the Panel for comment had indicated an
intention to examine the $5.5 billion proposal from several
comprehensive viewpoints—as a business and financial
proposal, as an engineering project, and operationally; in
terms of its environmental impacts, its socio-economic
impacts, its safety, and its regulation.
The physical scope of the project to be considered
includes not only the twin pipelines, but also the Kitimat
shipping terminal and marine operations from Kitimat out
to Canada’s twelve-mile limit. The evaluation would also
include all aspects of engineering, construction, land and
aboriginal consultation.
In fact, the first questions to be answered by the Panel
are fundamental to its feasibility:
• Is there a need for the project as proposed by the
applicant?
• And, what is the economic feasibility of the proposed
facilities?

Among environmental aspects to be included in the
review are not only those related to its construction and
operation, but also the possible effects of ‘malfunctions or
accidents’, cumulative environmental effects, and
mitigation of adverse environmental effects. This would
appear to include the possibility and impacts of marine
accidents.
This first round of hearings invited the public to suggest
additional considerations that should be included in these
terms of reference.

For And Against
Despite the role of the National Energy Board and the
Ministry of the Environment in conducting an unbiased
evaluation of the pipeline project, it would appear that some
parts of the federal government strongly support it. On July
20, Stockwell Day, President of the Treasury Board and
Minister for the Asia-Pacific Gateway, and Transport and
Infrastructure Minister John Baird toured port facilities in
both Kitimat and Prince Rupert. Minister Day was quoted
as saying, ‘These ports are vital to boost trade between
Canada and the growing economies of the Asia-Pacific
region. They provide Canada with a crucial edge in the
competition among North American west-coast ports for
business with Asia. This is another example of the
competitive economic advantage that our government is
aggressively promoting.’
‘Our visit was a great opportunity to see the investments
our government is making to modernize and strengthen the
ports in this region,’ added Baird. ‘As demonstrated by
today’s tour, our investments have paid off and helped
attract more business.’
A federal government press release said, ‘Since 2006, the

Government of Canada, through its Asia-Pacific Gateway and
Corridor Initiative, has partnered with BC and other western
provinces, municipalities and the private sector to undertake
strategic infrastructure projects worth more than $2.8 billion,
including federal contributions of over $1 billion.’
However, First Nations along the entire pipeline route,
and all First Nations on the BC coast, have strongly
registered their opposition to the project. North Coast MLA
Gary Coons and Skeena MP Robin Austin sailed the
proposed tanker route, and while they expressed little worry
about navigating the relatively straight Douglas Channel,
they were extremely concerned about the sharp turns and
narrow passages between Wright Sound (the site of the
Queen of the North sinking) and Hecate Strait (and their
vessel was undoubtedly smaller and more maneuverable
than a Very Large Crude Carrier of Exxon Valdez
dimensions).
A visit by Enbridge representatives to Smithers on
August 24 saw some 30 members of the Wet’suwet’en First
Nation accuse Enbridge of trespassing on their lands, and,
by all reports, the Enbridge people had to beat a hasty
retreat.
Finally, the reported results of an Angus Reid poll said
49% of British Columbians opposed both the Enbridge
pipeline proposal and a competing Kinder Morgan proposal
that would carry tar sands bitumen in a pipeline parallel to
the existing Edmonton–Burnaby pipeline (formerly known
as the Trans-Mountain pipeline). The opposition to the
Enbridge proposal was strongest on northern BC, at 56%.
The July 26 rupture of an Enbridge pipeline in Michigan,
with oil leaking into the Kalamazoo River, probably didn’t
help. 0
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Gulf Islanders concerned about future ferry fares

O

ver the next few years, ferry routes serving the
smaller islands in the Strait of Georgia and on the
north and central coast face increasing costs,
particular for the replacement of a fleet of aging vessels.
Failing an increase in the provincial government’s
contribution, this could lead to big fare increases or service
reductions. (Discussions are already under way between BC
Ferries Services Inc and the provincial government about
the cost of replacing the 36-year-old Queen of Nanaimo.)
The Ferry Commissioner, Martin Crilly, also notes that
the three Northern routes and the 18 minor routes already
face ‘generally stagnant or declining traffic volumes, but also
significantly higher revenue requirements to cover
operating costs and renewal costs for ships and terminals.’
The Ferry Advisory Committee Chairs (FACC),
representing each of the Islands, have expressed serious
concern about this, particularly in the light of forthcoming
discussions on fare determinations for Performance Term
3 (2012-2016). Work has already started on a review of the
contract between the provincial government and BC Ferries.
North Coast NDP MLA Gary Coons commented that the
FACC is still the only body representing the users,
particularly of the minor route group. He expressed concern
about the impact of the HST on ferries’ profitability. The
Ferry Commissioner’s Annual Report notes that ‘BC Ferries’
return on equity dipped to 1.1%, which is well below the
Commission-established target of 13.18%, primarily due to
traffic levels which, for the second consecutive year, were
far below earlier expectations.’
Every four years the Province decides on the level of
service it wants to see provided (number of sailings per
route), and how much it will pay for it (transportation fee).
The FACC are concerned that this current contract review
faces a combination of factors that could lead to double-digit
fare increases, or service cuts, or both.
During the coming year, the Province will make its
decisions, and the Ferry Commissioner will calculate new
fare caps based on government parameters and BC Ferries’
financial needs. BC Ferries’ role is simply to provide
forecasts of its finances and operations. While the
controller-general’s report recommended, and Bill 20
enacted, a provision that the Ferry Commissioner consider
‘the interests of ferry users’ in his decision making, no action
has yet been taken to provide a structure for this.
Since the beginning of this contract-based system in
2003, the Province has not changed the core service levels.
It hasn’t changed its transportation fee either, except for the

northern routes to help with the cost of their new vessels
and terminal upgrades.
If the Province does not raise its fee in this review, ferry
users can expect possible service reductions, or more likely,
substantial fare increases on top of those of the past six
years.
The Ferry Advisory Chairs’ (FACC) concerns are based
on several current factors. While all the non-major routes
are affected by the transportation fee, some of these factors
will affect every route:
• Province’s legislated goal to reduce its transportation
fee by moving toward user-pay;
• decreasing ferry traffic and downgraded traffic
forecasts, which means either fares or fees must make up
the revenue gap;
• cost of vessel and terminal upgrades required for minor
routes during the next four-year term;
• no mechanism for the Commissioner to implement the
Comptroller General’s 2009 recommendation to consider
public interest;
• replacement of the commissioner in the middle of the
contract review process (currently, Martin Crilly’s contract
has been extended to December 31, 2010, but no
replacement has yet been named);
• HST on BC Ferries expenses adding to the company’s
revenue needs;
• fuel cost volatility.
‘Ferries are the public access to the BC Coast. They’re as
important to this large region of the province as any
highway or public transit,’ says Tony Law of HornbyDenman. ‘We need to keep this part of the provincial
transportation infrastructure affordable to British
Columbians who depend on it, while also taking taxpayers’
interests into account.’
The FACC call on the government to undertake these
measures:
• adjust transportation fee to keep fare caps in line with
inflation, and also in line with government support for
highways and transit;
• engage in focused discussion with FACC, BC Ferries
and commissioner to seek pilot projects and innovations
with potential to improve efficiency or increase revenue;
• retain the current commissioner until at least March
31, 2012, when the review process is over.
The FACC believe the action on the above measures would
underscore the government interest and the public interest
in safeguarding affordable public access to the BC coast. 0
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Enbridge project hearing for Saanich–Gulf Islands
Edith Loring-Kuhanga, federal NDP candidate for the
riding of Saanich-Gulf Islands has called on the Joint
Review Panel on the Enbridge Northern Gateway proposal
to bring the hearing process to Southern Vancouver Island.
Loring-Kuhanga has asked that the Joint Review Panel
fulfil its terms of reference and hold oral hearings in coastal
communities up and down BC, including the community of
Saanich-Gulf Islands.
‘When there is a spill it will spread far beyond its initial
impact point as we have seen in the Gulf of Mexico.
Communities all up and down Vancouver Island, including
the Gulf and Discovery Islands, would be adversely
impacted. Aboriginal people depend on the coastal waters
for their main source of food and way of life. All of BC’s
coastal communities depend on the ocean for both their
livelihood through fishing and tourism, and for their peace
of mind,’ said Loring-Kuhanga.
Enbridge is proposing to build pipeline that would

transport 525,000 barrels of oil a day from the Alberta tar
sands to Kitimat for loading onto super tankers. If the
project were to be approved, more than 200 tankers a year
would navigate the rugged Douglas Channel and Hecate
Strait.
Between 1999 and 2008 Enbridge recorded 610 spills
which released 132,000 barrels of hydrocarbons into farms,
wetlands and waterways on the continent, says LoringKuhanga. According to the Polaris Institute, this volume of
crude ‘amounts to approximately half of the oil that spilled
from the oil tanker the Exxon Valdez after it struck a rock
in Prince William Sound, Alaska in 1988.’
Loring-Kuhanga adds, ‘It is only right that we have a
voice in this process. I have spoken with so many people in
the past few months that are opposed to oil tanker traffic
on our coast. I know there are many thousands more living
in our community who feel the same way. They have a right
to be heard.’ 0
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SUNSET OVER SIDNEY ~ Heidi Didzuhn
SALMON from page 3

Others have decried the ‘waste’ of fish as constituted in
the sockeye that are not caught by fishermen. Some
fishermen have demanded DFO abandon the precautionary
principle and expand the fishery, even though the relatively
healthy sockeye run is intermingled with threatened coho.
And the idea that too many salmon returning to the river
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by mailing a voluntary subscription of

($25 + hst = $28.00) or an amount of
your choice to:
Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!

And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of
you who have sent their subscriptions.
Keep those lovely cards, letters, and
emails coming, too! We paste them all in
our scrapbooks!

(known as ‘over-escapement’) can cause roe to stack up in
the rivers, resulting in a decline in survival has no scientific
basis. That notion was put to rest in 2004 by the Pacific
Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (PFRCC). At the
time, PFRCC Chair, the Honourable John Fraser said, ‘This
long over-due paper brings much needed science to the
question of over-escapement and salmon stock collapse. On
the basis of the data available there is no evidence that
higher escapements have resulted in stock collapse….’
Meanwhile, many ecologists have weighed in to explain
that there is no such thing as ‘waste’ in nature. The
abundance of nutrients from the dying sockeye of 2010 will
renew health in a vast web of life that includes forests,
grizzly bears and future salmon.
The science of the variables and factors impacting
sockeye salmon population is complex. The build-up of
greenhouse gases (which Wente ironically claimed is a nonissue compared to the decline of ocean life) is actually a key
factor threatening marine life—through both temperature
and chemistry. Salmon fry are extremely sensitive to water
temperatures and as BC rivers warm up, the salmon are
threatened. Globally, the transfer of atmospheric carbon to
carbonic acid in ocean waters is a huge threat. Carbonic acid
can cause shells to disintegrate, threatening life at the base
of the food chain.
A recent study in Nature, co-authored by Canadian
leading scientist Boris Worm, found that the world’s oceans
are experiencing a dramatic decline in phytoplankton, as
much as a 40% decline over the last 40 years.(‘Global
phytoplankton decline over the past century’—Nature, July
29, 2010).
The authors speculate that a rise in ocean temperature
could be causing the loss of phytoplankton. A nasty
feedback loop lurks here. Phytoplankton absorb carbon and
release oxygen through photosynthesis. Less phytoplankton
means a weakened carbon sink, and more carbon to turn
into carbonic acid.
We have many unknowns in fishery science. The mix of
factors, the impact of environmental conditions once the
salmon leave our waters and live in the wild and open ocean,
the availability of food, the impact of sealice, other
pathogens, and pollution, all have an impact.
We should celebrate the return of the sockeye this year,
but it would be grossly irresponsible to herald one year’s
return and declare that all is well.
The mystery of the 2009 missing salmon and the miracle
of the abundant 2010 sockeye are both worth investigation.
We would be wise to adopt an attitude of humility in the
face of all we do not know.
Elizabeth E. May, Order of Canada, lives in Sidney. She is
leader of the Green Party of Canada and nominated
candidate in Saanich–Gulf Islands. 0
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Mayne Island Youth Fitness entered their first float in the Mayne Island Fall Fair Parade on August
21st. Many families came

DOCKBUILDINGCOMPONENTS&ACCESSORIES

to help decorate the float and the youngsters dressed in their MIYF T-shirts and sports gear. (See story below.)
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Rovers, will perform a benefit concert at the Mayne
Island Community Centre.

Mayne
Island Youth Fitness
Comes Alive
Remember the Last Day of School water fun day and
Karaoke night pictures from Mayne? Photographer Anita
McCamley has yet another
project up her sleeve. She has
been working for a year on jumpstarting Mayne Island Youth
Fitness.
She kicked things off by getting
pledges for a 63.5km longdistance walk from Gold River to
Tahsis. The pledge money
allowed
for
equipment
acquisition and programs. This
summer a Soccer Camp was held.
Like Pender’s soccer camp it was
WILL MILLAR
a huge success; 38 kids
attended—25 from Mayne and 13 from other BC locales.
Here’s the story in Anita’s words:
‘In April of 2009, I decided I would try to challenge myself by
competing in the Great Walk from Gold River to Tahsis. I had done
it 16 years earlier, when I was a much fitter and younger woman.
‘Anyway, since it is a pledge walk I decided to take pledges to
start up a youth fitness program here on Mayne in honour of my
father-in-law, Donald Pike, a long-time resident of Mayne who had
been a strong supporter of youth sports and fitness activities.
‘I thought I might raise about $500. I started training on the
hilly terrain of Mayne Island, sometimes walking up to 30 km in a
morning. Well, the community and many visitors to the Island
really got behind me and before I knew it, The pledges totalled
$2,986. I had to complete the walk.
‘I did. On June 3, with the help and support of my family, dogs
and friends on the Island I finished in 10 hours and 24 minutes;
beating my 1993 time of 12 hours and 10 minutes.
‘In the first year, I spent very little of the money raised as I
wanted to ensure that programs would flourish and benefit the
youth of Mayne for years to come. I bought things like hockey nets
and equipment for the blacktop at the school, baseball
equipment, and swimming goggles.
‘I have coached soccer for the past three years so having a the
first soccer camp seemed like a natural progression.
‘I am hoping to bring in more experts to teach the kids
different activities; I am working on getting a mini-judo camp and
a mini-basketball camp. I have asked the kids to give me ideas on
what they would like to see.
‘Now a good chunk of the money has been spent, so
fundraising has to start to get these programs on the table. MIYF
is now affiliated with the Mayne Island Community Centre Society
so that allows for charitable donations with tax receipts.’

On September 18, McCamley is organizing a Sport’s Day
and then, on September 25, Will Millar, formerly of the Irish

Three More Terminals Go Electronic
Good news for BC Ferries’ Experience Card holders
travelling from Denman East, Quadra East and Saturna.
You card can now be processed immediately at these
terminals by wireless hand-held point of sale devices. The
units will also process credit cards. The service will be
available from September 15 on
Denman, September 22 on
Quadra and September 30 on
Saturna. BC Ferries reminds users
of these routes not to forget to top
up their cards.
BC Ferries launched the
Experience Card in the spring of
2008 at terminals with point of
sale systems. Until now, these
transactions have been manually
processed at Denman East and
Quadra
East.
With
the
introduction of the new hand-held
devices,
BC
Ferries
will
discontinue the sale of the paper pre-paid tickets for these
routes in the near future. BC Ferries will update customers
regarding the date of the discontinuation shortly.
At Saturna’s Lyall Harbour terminal, this new
technology will now allow customers to use their BC Ferries’
Experience Card as a method of payment.

MOORINGBUOYS&REGULATORY
BUOYSFOAMͲFILLED

x

FLOATATION
DOCKKITS
FRAMEHDW.
LADDERS
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CLEATS
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New Novel
Salt Spring’s Mona Fertig, principal of Mother Tongue
Publishing, tell us of launches for and readings of Gurjinder
Basran’s début novel, Everything Was Goodbye, including
one at Salt Spring Lions Club on October 9 at 8pm. The
book, about a young second-generation Punjabi girl
growing up in BC, is the winner of Mother Tongue
RTI, please turn to page 10

Gambier Island Home Tour
Sat., Oct. 9th, 10-4 (Water Taxi from Horseshoe Bay)
• see how Linwood timbercrafted homes are constructed
• get free advice to plan your
own home build
• save on your Linwood home
package

Reserve Your Spot Today!
($25 includes Lunch and 4 Home Tours)
Salt Spring & Southern Gulf Islands:
Call 250-931-8881
Gabriola & Northern Gulf Islands:
Call 1-800-663-2558

A healthy septic system
is our backyard friend.
That’s why we’ve made the commitment
to maintain our septic system on a regular
basis. Our properly maintained system
will last decades longer, prevent water
contamination, and over time will likely
save us thousands in repairs.
Find out more about septic system
maintenance and sign up for a free
workshop at www.crd.bc.ca/septic or
call the CRD Hotline at 1.800.663.4425.
After all, a safe environment starts in our
own backyard.
www.crd.bc.ca

www.linwoodhomes.com
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New meat plants licenses
In August 12, the first Class-D licences
under BCs Meat Inspection Regulation
(MIR) were issued to rural slaughter
establishments in the Powell River area.
Changes to slaughtering regulations in
the last few years have caused a good deal of
hardship to small rural producers and
produced a considerable outcry. The revised
regulation is good news for small producers
who want to sell locally.
‘Before these new (Powell River) licences
were issued, travel to the nearest slaughter
plant for any species required an 80-minute
ferry crossing and additional driving time.
Now, these 12 facilities have the ability to
slaughter much of this meat locally,’ said
Minister of Healthy Living and Sport Ida
Chong. ‘The Class-D licence was developed
in collaboration with stakeholders
specifically to support small-scale livestock
producers in communities that may have
been struggling to meet the regulatory

requirements for larger-scale slaughter
licensing.’
The Class-D licence allows for the
slaughter of up to 25 animal units per year
(an animal unit is 1,000 lb. or 454 kg) and
means that producers can sell meat to
restaurants and retail outlets in the regional
district where it is produced, as well as
directly to local consumers at the farm gate.
Class D licences are currently available
only in the initial consultation areas of
Powell River, Bella Coola and Haida Gwaii,
but will be available in six other designated
areas before the end of the year.
Applications for Class-E licences, which
allow for slaughter of up to 10 animal units
per year, will also be accepted from across
BC before the start of 2011.
For more information on the MIR and
the
licensing
process,
visit:
www.hls.gov.bc.ca/protect/meatregulation/. 0

How comfortable

is your home?

WINDOWS/DOORS • SOLAR • HEAT PUMPS • WOOD STOVES • FIREPLACES & MORE
BOOK A FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION

250.386.7643
homeworks.ca
SHOWROOM LOCATION: #6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria
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Publishing’s Search for the Next Great BC
Novel Contest. Everything Was Goodbye
was also shortlisted for the 2008 Amazon
Breakthrough Novel Award.
The story centres around Meena, a
young Indo-Canadian woman growing up
in the Lower Mainland and traces her life as
she struggles to assert her independence in
a Punjabi community. Raised by her
tradition-bound widowed mother, Meena
knows the freedoms of her Canadian peers
can never be hers, but unlike her sisters, she
is reluctant to submit to a life that is defined
by a suitable marriage.

New Mailboxes For Pender
This Month

Wi-Fi Hot Spot
Pender Islands Comunity Hall is now a wifi hot spot. Thanks to Peter Easthope, Island
Tides’ old D-Link router has been set up to
provide a link for your laptop or IPad to the
internet. If the hall is closed you can sit
outside and pick-up a signal. I have always
enjoyed seeing Island visitors and
weekenders sitting in the sun outside the
Library doing their email, now they can do
so from one more location.

Food Tree Planting
It’s funny how things link up. Brian
Crumblehulme’s article on living in a forest
and planting trees (opposite page) fits well
with the following inspiring program
reported by Transition Cowichan.
Transition Cowichan plans to support
community groups in communities
throughout the Cowichan region in planting
10 fruit and nut trees in each of its 12
communities (Malahat, Mill Bay,
Shawnigan Lake, Cobble Hill/ Cowichan
Station, Cowichan Bay, Duncan, Maple Bay,
Crofton, Chemainus, Lake Cowichan/
Youbou, Mesachie Lake/ Honeymoon Bay
and Ladysmith).
Expanding the regional food forest adds
to the ability to sequester carbon and
contributes to local food security, says the
group. The Cowichan Green Community’s
Fruit Save program ensures that the fruit
and nuts from these trees are picked and
shared between the pickers, the land
holders and the region’s food banks.
The plan is to gather tree seedlings, dig
and do the preparations needed to plant the
trees (possible October 2–3), and plant on
Thanksgiving Sunday, October 10.
How to Get Involved? If you live in the
Cowichan region and: have a source of
healthy fruit or nut seedlings; would like to
donate a tree or make a donation to sponsor
a tree; or would like to help organize,
preparing the site, planting or caring for the
trees, please contact one of the sites below.
Organizers will put you in touch with the
group that is forming closest to you.
www.ourecovillage.org, www.transitioncowichan.org,
and www.cowichangreencommunity.org.

Canada Post is upgrading Pender Islanders
from green group mailboxes to new-style
Community Mailboxes (CMBs). These
mailboxes offer a secure and convenient,
one-stop pick up and posting service, says
Canada Post. Through Community Mailbox
service, you can pick up your mail, receive
parcels and post mail when it’s convenient
for you.
Approximately 84 CMB sites will be
installed in various locations on Pender
Island. All box locations have been chosen
jointly with the local post office with safety
and security top of mind.
Customer notices will be mailed to all
customers affected by this change. The
notice will include instructions on how to
pick up new keys to individually assigned
CMB compartments.
Service to the new boxes will commence
on September 20. All green group
mailboxes will be removed during the week
of October 4. Residents will first be advised
to remove their private lock from their old
mailbox
compartment.
Prior
to
commencement of service, Canada Post will
conduct a series of site inspections on the
Community Mailboxes to ensure a smooth
transition.
Canada Post sent a picture of what the
new mailboxes will look like (above). If you
have any questions, please contact
Customer Service at 1-800-267-1177.

Chefs Raise Money For
Farmland
Nathalie Chambers tells us that Sunday,
October 3 is the date for this year’s Chef
Survival 3—Quest For The Golden Broccoli.
Twenty of Vancouver Island’s chefs will
tackle an obstacle course which includes the
down-and-dirty irrigation pipe crawl,
haystack hurdles, a climbing wall, a
balancing beam over the mud pit, and a
boat race to Condiment Island; followed by
a race over 27-acres of Madrona Farm to
pick the vegetables they need to create
RTI, please turn to next page

Accommodation & Attractions

Vancouver Island & Around Georgia Strait
Ocean Soul
Book Caffé

alexandramorton.ca

New and Used
Books

25% off Entire Book
Inventory
Sept 15 - Oct 15

9100 East Saanich Road
North Saanich

www.roostfarmcentre.com

Open at 6 am Daily

250-246-1977
1578 Joan Avenue, Crofton

books

photos

drawings

Central Vancouver Island

‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’
B&B Motel • Rooms
Vacation Suites
FREE PICK-UP
20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

Salt Spring Island
Chamber of Commerce
www.saltspringtourism.com

HERITAGE LADYSMITH
1-888-310-2299
250-618-5830
www.ladysmithholidayhouse.com

Energy Efficient Landscaping ~ Brian Crumblehulme

W
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e live in a region that is, or was, forested; that is our
natural landscape; since colonisation the ecology has
been changing with a concomitant transformation of
commercial and aesthetic values. But the forest is where we live.
It is protective and productive and it behoves us to respect the
biodiversity and microclimates thus created.
If your house is located in a clear-cut area you can rectify that
by planting trees, not just any trees but ones that are suited to
this region, ones that will flourish and improve the value of your
property. October and November are the best months to plant
trees.
The value of planting for pleasure or a small orchard is not
limited to aesthetics and food; carefully placed trees and bushes
can also make your home cooler in the summer and warmer in
the winter, thereby saving heating dollars and carbon footprint.
Beside having a well-insulated house, the principal factors to
consider in making your home energy-efficient are wind and sun.
Relatively small changes to the outside of any building serve to
optimize these two factors. They can reduce winter and summer
energy costs by as much as 20% while improving overall feelings
of comfort.
Summer wind is usually not a concern in this part of the world
but winter winds can have a major cooling effect on any
structure. Simple changes in the wind dynamics of a building and
adjacent area can create a buffer zone around the structure that
will significantly change the heat-loss patterns.
Winds around the Gulf Islands generally take three forms,
general day-to-day thermal breezes coming off the water, the
occasional gale from the west, and those cold, strong arctic
outflow winds from the Fraser Valley. What we are seeking
therefore is to deflect these winds from the house.
Beside wind, we also need to maximize the direct rays of the

sun in winter and minimize them in the summer when the
ambient temperature is already comfortable. The area
immediately surrounding a building, zero to about ten feet, is a
critical zone for heating and cooling, so any additional wind
deflectors that can be incorporated into the design will mitigate
cooling. The more solid the structure the more effective it is as a
wind barrier. A deck with a glass barrier, for example, will be
more effective at deflecting wind than a deck with an open
handrail.
On the north side of the house a solid planting of evergreen
trees will greatly facilitate deflecting and diffusing any wind or
cold air from that direction. The effective height should be at least
equal to that of the building relative to the distance from the
building. That is, the further away they are, the taller they need
to be. Under-plantings of smaller shrubs and trees will also create
a thicker zone for wind protection, will in turn protect single
larger trees from a direct wind, and will add to a more pleasing
landscape that looks less severe than a line of sentinel trees.
Where space allows, the forest is the ideal barrier with thirty
to forty feet of clearance for fire protection. A hedge will suffice
on smaller lots. On the east and west sides the tree lines should
be lower and more diffuse. An open, exposed area will enjoy
warm morning or afternoon sun but also be subject to cooling
wind, in which case a low hedge or fence will deflect wind
draughts over the house and a small orchard will provide
summer shade.
The south approach is very critical and you will want a yearround wind deflector for summer shade and maximum winter
sun exposure. This can be achieved by a careful planting of
evergreen trees (or, for those of you on a cliff top, a glass wall) in
such a way that the winter shadow from these trees does not fall
on the house itself. The intermediate space should then be

occupied by deciduous trees that will just exceed the height of
the house thereby providing pleasant summer shade while
allowing for maximum winter sunlight to reach the building.
Full-sized fruit trees are ideal for this if you have sufficient depth
of soil. For dry areas, maple and oak are drought-resistant and
spectacular. Once again, an open thicket inter-planting will also
reduce air turbulence in the micro-climate without
compromising sunlight.
Speaking of micro-climates, structures such as lattices and
pergolas attached to a house wall may be used to support
evergreen vines on the north and east sides, and deciduous or
annual climbing plants on the south and west walls. The overall
effect is energy-efficient, pleasing to look at, and well-suited to a
home in the woods. 0

RTI from previous page

Since the start of Encorp’s School Recycling Program in
2000, schools have recycled about 33 million containers
have been recycled and Encorp has refunded more than $2
million in deposit refunds to participating BC schools. In
the 2009/2010 school year alone, 365 schools (representing
153,334 students) participated in Encorp’s School Recycling
Programs and raised more than $291,000, keeping over 4.6
million beverage containers out of BC landfills.
‘The program has been really successful and is good for
both the schools and the environment,’ says Sandy
Sigmund, Director of Marketing and Development. ‘It’s a
great way for the students to fundraise for special projects
like field trips. And keeping beverage containers out of
landfills saves precious resources within our environment.’
Last year, George Pringle Elementary School in
Westbank, BC began the school year with a five-day bottle
drive. ‘We had such strong support that we decided to
expand our efforts and collect containers from parents on a
designated day every month,’ says Kathy Erickson, PAC
Volunteer. ‘It was also a good volunteer project for Grade 6
students who collect drink containers from classrooms. This
year, we’ve decided that the funds we raise will go toward a
field trip to Vancouver.’
In addition to the deposit refunds the schools receive for
returned beverage containers, Encorp awards schools that
collect the most containers per student bonus cash prizes.
The contest is structured so that schools of similar size
compete against each other in nine separate categories.
‘To add even more incentive, schools who get really
creative with their fundraising are eligible to win additional
cash prizes. For instance, some schools extend the program
to help promote recycling within their surrounding
community. We also acknowledge students and groups who
show exceptional dedication to helping our environment by
awarding them special certificates,’ adds Sigmund.
Once registered, participating schools can use Encorp's
easy-to-use web application at www.return-it.ca/youth to
keep a tally of their returns, compare their totals against
other schools and blog about their ideas on recycling.
Participating schools also receive newsletters and are
eligible to receive free recycling bins and bags from Encorp
to help in their container collection.

chunks of coal and $1,000 bills have in common? They
were among a large number of participants in the annual
Denman Island Blackberry Faire parade on September 5
who voiced their opposition in word and dress against the
proposed Raven Coal Mine. Testimonials about the mine
by young and old residents and visitors were filmed; voices
rang out with passion and concern. ‘A video will be available
in several weeks for any who may wish to view the simple
joys of Island life on a late summer afternoon in what we
hope will remain our beautiful corner of British Columbia,’
said Neil Bockman, for Denman Opposes Coal (DOC).
Contact DOC at: DenmanOpposesCoal@gmail.com for
more information on the proposed mine and how to voice
your concerns

culinary masterpieces which will be auctioned later in the
day. The annual culinary sports performance raises funds
to provide opportunities to new farmers and to conserve
farmland.
A previous benefactor of a Chef Survival event, the Land
Conservancy’s 4-year campaign to protect Madrona Farm
in perpetuity is an agricultural success story.
Over 4,500 individuals donated to the cause of saving
Madrona Farm, an urban agricultural area located just
minutes from downtown Victoria at 4317 Blenkinsop Road.
The success of the Madrona Farm model can be
attributed to the fact that it addresses one of the major
obstacles to food security on the Islands—the price of
farmland.
It is no longer economically viable for farmers to
purchase farmland. Those who can purchase it are generally
not farmers and the land is no longer being used for food
production. This eroding pattern threatens food security
(and emergency preparedness) and has placed Vancouver
Island in a food crisis in which it is producing only 3% of
food consumed.
The good news is the Madrona Farm model is
completely repeatable. There is a new ‘agricultural
movement’ emerging and there are many new farmers
graduating from UBC Agriculture, UVIC and other training
facilities. They are unconventional, sustainably minded and
eager to get their shovels in the ground.
Ten percent of tickets sales from the Chef Survival
fundraiser go to the Island Chef Collaborative (ICC), a nonprofit organization which directly funds new farmers; 25%
goes to the Pender Island Community Farm Acquisition
Project and 60% will go to The Land Conservancy (TLC)
agricultural program which conserves the biodiversity
necessary for sustainable agriculture, farmland
conservation and providing land access to farmers. $35 of
the ticket price is a charitable tax deduction from TLC.
Visit the website www.chefsurvivalchallenge.com for full
information about the day’s program.

Schools Recycle For Cash
Encorp Pacific, the BC-based product stewardship
corporation, is inviting schools across BC to register online
at www.return-it.ca/youth for their School Recycling
Program. The program offers both elementary and high
schools across the province the opportunity to raise funds
while helping to keep beverage containers out of landfills.

SHORELINE
DESIGN

Blackberry And Black Coal On
Denman ~ Patti Willis
What do an oversized prone canary, sooty miners with
shovels, and sobbing widows carrying silver platters with

Morton salmon feedlot
applications received
Salmon Feedlots in the Broughton Archipelago are
operating on Crown Land tenures that have been expired
for years. Late in August, biologist Alexandra Morton
applied for these licences to return them to their natural
state to grow wild fish to the much greater benefit of
British Columbians and the BC economy, she says.
Last week she reported that the provincial government
had cashed her cheques for these applications. She
interprets this as acknowledgement that these tenures are
expired and available. 0

Soft Plastic & Styrofoam Recycling
Continues On Salt Spring Island ~
Valerie Williams
After two very successful soft plastic and styrofoam
recycling depots on Salt Spring Island, Victoria-based
Pacific Mobile Depots is coming back for a third user-pay
depot on Wednesday, September 29. (The depot will close
promptly at 11:30am so arrive early to avoid
disappointment.)
The depots were originally held at the Country Grocer
Parking Lot but due to the volume of people attending, the
venue has now changed to the Farmer’s Institute parking
lot on Rainbow Road.
At the June 30 recycling depot, the recycling company
collected two large trucks stuffed to the brim with bags of
soft plastic and styrofoam that otherwise would have ended
up in the landfill.
Currently, Pacific Mobile Depots is looking into the
possibility of holding the recycling depots every few months
on Salt Spring Island for the remainder of 2010, with the
depots on a regular two-month schedule in 2011. However,
ongoing community participation is important to ensure
the depots continue.
So mark your calendars! Please ensure all styrofoam &
soft plastic is clean, dry and sorted. There is a small fee per
bag of recycling.
For more information, a complete list of items that can
be recycled and prices visit www.pacificmobiledepots.com,
or call Pacific Mobile Depots: 250-893-3851. 0
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Nicky Arnold’s Meriah with an all women’s crew sails in the Saturna Regatta (see Saturna Notes, below).

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank

I

t is amazing how the earth’s relationship to the sun has
shifted. We can have the same sunny days as summer
but as the nights get that much longer the days take
longer to fire up and burn off the dew and then close down
sooner. After the rain, the grass is growing in its fall spurt.
No more 5am mornings, leaping out of bed to see what
the world has stirring! We have two bucks, Mighty Big and
the Understudy, who figured out how to get into the garden
during the last drought. I see them at 8pm with the
flashlight just waiting for things to quiet down so that they
can make that last leap into the garden paradise of roses,
bean leaves and kale anything young and tantalizing. I send
out the fast-as-fire dog who loves the chase and they clatter
off in great bounds. But they never forget now; they are
there every night—we shall see!

Labour Day Exodos
By Labour Day Weekend, some of our best friends have gone
back to their other lives, swallows, vultures, hummingbirds
and dear human friends—they are missed!
Due to the mass exodos, Labour Day Monday is the day

of the year Saturna Island raises a bit higher in the water no
matter what the tide! It turned out to be a pouring, rain-filled
day. At least nobody felt they were missing anything by
having to leave the Island’s summer party!
The ferry line-up for the 4pm sailing to Victoria and
Vancouver snakes up the hill past driveways—‘it was past
Michael Stewarts’s! Almost to Digance’s B&B!’ People are
chatting in little clumps leaning on the doors of their cars.
Children and dogs in tow, they sauntering up and down the
hill from the pub, store and wharf. Ferry attendants with
their new regulation suits—head-to-toe covered in reflector
tape—sell tickets to ‘footsies’, give travellers advice, check
their reservations lists, count cars and perform other
mysterious duties dictated by Head Office.
Dogs, stuffed into the backs of cars, noses resting on
hampers, firewood, coolers—all of the ‘stuff’ that travels
back and forth between town and Island homes. Those with
reserve spaces to Vancouver are there 40-minutes early to
be sure to not lose their coveted space.
Most passengers are old hands at this last-minute
departure routine. They are prepared to eke out the last

Call Us Toll Free For Quotes On
• Homeowners
• Commercial

• Farm
• Bed & Breakfasts

SALT SPRING ISLAND:
Mike Garside • 250-537-5527
SIDNEY:
Doug Guedes • 1-866-656-9886 • (656-9886)
A2–9769 Fifth Street

BRENTWOOD BAY:
Doug Strong • 1-877-655-1141 • (652-1141)
7178 W. Saanich Rd

OAK BAY:
Gary Law • 250-592-5544
SAANICHTON:
DAN OLIVE • 1-877-633-0877
Anchor Insurance Agencies Ltd., 2-7855 East Saanich Road

www.seafirstinsurance.com

Winning Some - Losing Some
Speaking of departures and ferries, BC Ferries decided not
to implement limited loading on the 10:20am sailing to
Swartz Bay for Saturna and Mayne Island. They did,
however, shorten our working day in Victoria by 10 minutes
for the afternoon boat in order to alleviate congestion at
Village Bay. While they did ask us for our input, the new
shoulder season schedule had already been printed with the
change in effect!

Regatta
The 12th Annual Saturna Island Regatta was blessed with
spritely winds this year—unlike the usual flat calm and
doldrums around Blunden Island at the eastern edge of
Pender.
The sailors blasted around the Plumper Sound course in
2-and-a-half hours; the ‘winning’ boat being Ten, a state of
the art modern racer. About 15 boats entered, the race is
becoming better known for its philosophy—fooling around
with boats is divine but fooling around with lots of boats and
boat people is even better. The rules are seven, examples
are: fleet captain decides who has won after hearing the
captains’ accounts, claims, yarns, excuses, and reviewing
the fleet’s popular vote; all yachts will avoid bumping into
each other, the shore or any other obstructions; actions
taken which increase the enjoyment of the race for crew
members, competitors or spectators will improve that
yacht’s standing and vice versa.
SATURNA, please turn to page 14

1103–115 Fulford-Ganges Road

112-2187 Oak Bay Avenue

lovely Island day ready to drop into work tomorrow, propel
the kids out the door for the first day back to school, and
leap into town schedules.

autoplan

BC Hydro losses, from today to tomorrow ~ Patrick Brown

C

reative ‘rate-regulated’ accounting strategies
approved by the provincial government since 2003
have enabled BC Hydro to ‘defer’ some $1.7 billion in
costs and to contribute an apparent net profit for 2010 to help
reduce the apparent provincial deficit.
Over the past few years, the BC Utilities Commission
(BCUC), acting under ‘Special Directions’ from the cabinet,
have approved the creation of a variety of ‘regulatory deferral’
accounts intended to spread one-time or unanticipated costs
over a number of years so as to stabilize electricity rates
charged to consumers.
Since the creation of the Heritage Deferral Account (HDA)
and the Non-Heritage Deferral Account (NHDA), BC Hydro
has the accounting means to defer operating losses in its core
business—the sale of electricity to British Columbians.

Why Losses Into Profits?
As a creature of the provincial government, BCHydro’s
financial results are rolled into the overall provincial budget.
But before this is done, transfers of significant amounts are
being made from actual cost accounts to the specialized

The Regulatory Accounts
1. Heritage Deferral Account (the full text from BC Hydro’s
2010 Annual Report): ‘Under a Special Directive issued by the
Province, BCUC was directed to authorize BC Hydro to establish
the HDA. This account is intended to mitigate the impact of certain
variances between the forecasted costs in a revenue requirements
application and actual costs of service associated with the Heritage
Resources by adjustment of net income. In the absence of rate
regulation, GAAP would require the inclusion of these cost
variances in operating results in the year in which they are incurred,
which would have resulted in a $4 million increase in net income.’
(Note that the $4 million increase in net income arises from the
combination of an actual net income $25 million less than forecast,
and an ‘amortization’ allocation of $29 million from the ‘rate rider’
surcharge on electricity bills.)
2. Non-Heritage Deferral Account (full text again): ‘Under a
Special Directive issued by the Province, BCUC approved the
establishment of the NHDA, which is intended to mitigate the
impact of certain cost variances between the forecasted costs in a
revenue requirements application and actual costs related to energy
acquisition and maintenance of BC Hydro’s distribution assets by
adjustment of net income. In the absence of rate regulation, GAAP
would require the inclusion of the cost variances deferred in the
NHDA in operating results in the year in which they are incurred,
which would have resulted in a $45 million decrease in net income.’
Basically, the difference between what BC Hydro forecast in
their ‘Revenue Requirements’ application and what actually
happened—costs were $52 million higher than forecast, but $7
million was made up from the ‘rate rider’, so this accounts for
another $45 million of BC Hydro’s loss.
3. BCTC Deferral Account: another ‘Special Directive’; another
$9 million of the loss.
4. Trade Income Deferral Account: this is the big one, since
trading income was down by about half in fiscal 2010: another
$202 million profit that didn’t happen. Clearly, this account has
been established (by ‘Special Directive’) in the hope that future good
trading years will cover the losses of this bad one.
5. Demand-side Management Programs: on the basis that
the benefits of these 2010 expenditures will occur in the future (we
hope) Hydro will either defer the costs or record them as capital
assets. This puts off another $78 million of the loss. (Does this
include smart meters?)
6. First Nation Negotiations, Litigation and Settlement
Costs: mostly reclassified, to be amortized over ten years; another
$10 million of the loss accounted for.
7. Non-Current Pension Costs: like everyone else, BC Hydro
has had to revalue the investment portfolio of its pension plan. This
would have resulted in a further $86 million loss in 2010, so it is
now kept in a regulatory account – maybe the value of these
investments will come back?
8. Site-C Regulatory Account: another $25 million in costs that
weren’t provided for. May be rolled into Site-C capital cost later.
9. Environmental Compliance: BC Hydro may have to
establish a liability provision for compliance and remediation costs
to comply with new PCB regulations under the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act. This Regulatory Account has not
yet been established or approved, but if and when it is, that will be
another $321 million in costs to be provided for – it’s not clear when
they might be incurred.
10. Future Removal and Site Restoration Costs: this
account was established in 2006 and $251 million was reserved
from retained earnings for the future costs of dismantling and
disposal of property, plant, and equipment. Rate regulation requires
recognition of $13 million in current year amortization costs.
11. Foreign Exchange Gains and Losses: BC Hydro made
money on foreign exchange, since the company held US dollar
assets, which appreciated $44 million in fiscal year 2010. But it’s
all deferred, so it isn’t counted in current income.
12. Finance Charges: the BCUC approved a regulatory account
for finance charges, which in fiscal year 2010 were a lot less than
expected, due to low interest rates. This resulted in deferral of
another $104 million gains from costs avoided.
13. Other Regulatory Accounts: another ten miscellaneous
regulatory accounts made a difference to the reported net income;
in 2010, $101 million in costs have been deferred; $42 million have
been paid ahead.

deferral accounts.
For example, in fiscal year 2010 (F2010), the operating
loss was actually some $249 million; but the total transfers
amounted to some $696 million, changing this into a profit
of $447 million. It is this latter amount that was included in
calculating the province’s budget deficit.
One interpretation of this might be that BCHydro has
borrowed $696 million against its future income; $249
million on its own behalf, and $447 million as a contribution
to the provincial government’s balance sheet.
BCHydro had, in fact, recorded annual operating profits
until fiscal 2009, when an operating loss of $73 million was
turned into net income of $365 million through a deferral
of $438 million. So 2010 is the second year running that this
has occurred.
The total amount of all deferred costs and losses is now
$1,713 million.

What’s Deferrable?
Deferral accounts are nothing new in accounting. In
principle, it is generally thought legitimate to defer costs to
future years if they appear to belong to a project which will
be carried out or come to fruition in future years, following
the concept that project costs and the revenue or capital
funds to cover them should appear in the same fiscal period.
It is somewhat less acceptable, but still common, to
spread losses resulting from one-time events, which may
have been beyond the control of the corporation, over a
number of years, to be paid off (or ‘amortized’) from the
revenues to be earned in the future.
It is generally unacceptable to defer losses to future years
if there is no assurance that they will be paid back by future
profits.
According to the government, and BCHydro, the use of
deferral accounts is justified:
1. To better match costs and benefits for different
generations of customers;
2. To smooth out the rate impact of a large non‐recurring
cost; and
3. To defer, to a future period, differences between
forecast and actual costs or revenues.
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BCHydro, for many years, maintained a ‘Rate
Stabilization Account’, which was intended to smooth out
the rate of increase in electricity prices, for the first two
reasons above.

Deferral Accounts
The idea of a ‘regulatory’ deferral account, drawing on the
third justification above, appears to have originated in 2003,
with the ‘Heritage Contract Proposal’, which committed
BCHydro’s Generation facilities to produce, and BCHydro’s
Distribution organization to use, a maximum of 49,000
gigawatt-hours (GWh) per year, thought to be the reliable
capacity of BCHydro’s ‘heritage’ assets. (For context, recent
annual power sales to customers in BC have ranged from
50,000–53,000 GWh, for a total of a little over $3 billion.)
The ‘Heritage Deferral Account’ (HDA) was the first of
the ‘regulatory’ accounts. Since the amount of power
produced by the heritage assets (the large hydroelectric
dams) and used to fulfill the province’s power needs was
relatively constant and predictable, and the cost-per-unit
over the long term well established, the HDA, and its
function of reconciling forecast and actual financial
performance, was not a big issue. At the end of 2008, its
cumulative total was $78 million.
However, over the past few years, the BCUC, acting
under ‘Special Directives’ from the provincial cabinet, have
authorized BCHydro to establish a dozen or more additional
‘regulatory’ deferral accounts. These fall into two categories:
cost variance deferral accounts, which enable BC Hydro to
carry over actual shortfalls against anticipated future profits,
and cost deferral accounts, which permit BC Hydro to
spread one-time costs over a number of future years. (All
these accounts are described in the BOx to the left, along with
their impacts on the 2010 losses.)

The ‘First Four’ Accounts
The first four are ‘profit and loss’ accounts showing
variances carried over and accumulated from year to year.
Accumulated losses for ‘First Four’ totaled $584 million at
the end of 2010.
BCHYDRO, please turn to page 15

Helping you prepare your children for tomorrow
Early learning programs – It’s back to school time. And in today’s skill-based economy
it’s more important than ever to make sure your child gets a head start on their education.
That’s why the Province of B.C. is funding early learning programs like Ready, Set, Learn
and StrongStart BC. These programs will provide your child with the skills to be successful
in school and to be prepared for the opportunities of the twenty-first century.

For more on helping prepare your children for tomorrow, visit gov.bc.ca
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May closes in on Lunn, poll shows

According to a poll conducted August 21-25, Green Party leader Elizabeth May has reached
a vote tie with incumbent federal Minister of State for Sport Gary Lunn in Saanich-Gulf
Islands .
Conducted by telephone for the Green Party, the poll indicated that decided voters would
vote 32% for May, 34% for Lunn. Renee Hetherington of the Liberal Party, and Edith
Loring-Kuhanga of the NDP each polled 17%.
The poll of 402 randomly selected adults has a margin of error of plus or minus 4.8%,
19 times out of 20. This means that May and Lunn are statistically tied.
The Saanich-Gulf Islands riding has traditionally had a strong turnout for federal
elections, 70–74%; the poll indicated 76% would ‘definitely’ vote in the next election, with
another 15% who said they would ‘probably’ vote. 0
SATURNA from page 12

The race ends with a BBQ on the Beach
at Thompson Park at Saturna Beach in
which all the crews, captains and ‘boaties’
eat heartily, socialize, plead their cases and
the decisions are made amidst laughter and
histrionics as to who gets the awards.
The coveted Flotsam and Jetsam Award
went to Ian Warren on Mufti, a small, old
but hearty plastic sailer. In the stiff and
gusty winds at Razor Point while Ian and
crew Bill Sheffeld were surveying the course,
Ian was swept off the deck in his lifejacket
with his hand on the bow line. Mufti is built
to be sailed alone and has a ladder on the
outside for just such a situation.
Great consternation was to be seen in the
fleet because Ian is the local barkeep and
puller of pints. All men are worthy but Ian’s
place in the community would be hard to
fill! Due to Bill Sheffeld’s efforts in hauling
Ian out of the drink he won Best Crew,
hands down. Ian said the look on Bill’s face
was priceless as he bobbed up!
Jaunty, the Committee Boat, was piloted
by James White and Baxter the Dog. James
has just built and launched this boat. The
committee boat’s duties are to start the race,
observe that the course is followed, form
part of the finish line and time the
contestants as they cross the finish line.

Southern Coastal BC?

has got it covered!

Need to cast a
wide net for
your business?
’ wide circulation and
regional readership will take your
message to the coast!
huge 18,000 copy circulation,
our Canada Post home delivery, our yellow free
s
C Ferrie
Map: B
boxes, our two-week shelf-life, and our online
readership, all mean our advertising rates are very competitive. We out-market,
by miles, local weeklies (which have much smaller circulations), and the dailies
(which have no shelf-life).
On top of that our prepaid and longterm ad series earn deep discounts
and keep you in your customers’ eyes.
Big or small, black & white or gorgeous full colour (our speciality), Island
Tides’ advertising ‘cost per thousand copies’ is unbeatable. And you get high
visibility!
Our colourful pages, full of news not available anywhere else and fabulous
photos, attract readers to your business.

Call us! You will be amazed how much further your
advertising dollar can go!
It’s high time! Call Christa 250-629-3660

For the first time in the race’s 12-year
history, there were all women crews, four of
them! In Meriah was Nicky Arnoldus with
a local 6-women crew. (Nicky is just back
from an international sailing regatta in Italy,
where she won the second prize cup for
Canada in the Ladies Division of the 12-foot
Dingy Moderni class.) Meriah is a gorgeous
Herreschoff ketch that causes the initiated
and uninitiated to swoon watching her
under sail.
Jo-Anne Monk captained Dragon Lady
II and a local 2-women crew. A 4-women
crew from Vancouver sailed the Ten.
Dragon Lady II with her snappy crew of
mandarin coated, white-capped ladies came
in solidly for last place. The crew declared
the race ‘tremendous fun’ and will be back
next year.
Reverie won Best Race in the Small Boat
Not So Fast division, captained by new-tosailing Tony Simmonds who was deeply
delighted with his trophy. Samara
Blagborne was the youngest sailor crewing
for the second year for her grandfather on
the Marie-Rose.
It is great to see the kids getting involved
in a regattta, with all kinds of boats, in which
camaraderie coupled with captains and
crew’s ingenuity and skills win the day!

Lions Dog Show

Saturna Lion’s Dog Show took place on the last spectacular
day of summer, September 5. Showing great enthusiasm,
about 170 people watched the 30-plus dogs and owners
strut their stuff. Master of Ceremonies Tom Johnstone
introduced each challenge and announced the winners.
Best In Show went to Charlie Nelson, Beagle
extraordinaire handled by co-owner, Earle Nelson. Parks
Canada sponsors the Best Junior Handler Class. This
coveted award was handed out by our own Championship
Park Interpreter, Athena George—it was won by all four
junior handlers! Best Trick was won by Sammy Land for a
routine called the ‘Return of Sammy’. After several years of
being shown Sammy stepped down from participation, as
he was the despair of all other contenders, cleaning up every
year. This year he came out of retirement to strut his stuff
much to the appreciation of the crowd.
The fun-filled day ended with a captivating
demonstration by Kaptain Kaos, an 18-month old Belgian
who is doing his Search and Rescue Training under the
RCMP through BC Search Dog Association.
Jen Nilson and Kevin O’Hara own Kaptain who will
finish his training in April 2011. Kevin explained Kaptain’s
trained responses through the microphone to the crowd as
Kaptain worked the Emergency Helicopter landing Field
looking for two hidden objects and two hiding children,
Izaak Gaines and Carson Theriault.
Working cross- and down-wind and running a grid
pattern with Jen, Kaptain quickly retrieved the objects and
joyously indicated where the kids were. It was a great
ending to watch the cooperation between owner and dog
as they worked together. We and our canines have a long
history of mutual assistance. What could be better if you are
lost than to be found by a joyously wagging tail and bright,
button eyes! 0

Bring your recyclaBles to us…
We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.
Open daily 9am to 6pm
Sunday 9:30am to 5pm

250.539.2936

saturna general store
101 narvaez Bay road, saturna island
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MARINE

GSAAutoRentals

d. a. sMitHson & sons

Monthlyfrom$625
Weeklyfrom$205
Mentionthisadfordiscount

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

250-539-5252
250-478-6937

• Docks • Moorings

dasons@telus.net

• Ramps • Pile Driving

www.smithsondrilling.com

Ross Walker

250-537-9710

Rent

QualityPre-Owned
Cars&Minivans

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788
terry@gsaautorentals.com
www.gsaautorentals.com

FREE!

Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment
REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!
Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up
also available
Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MOORINGS
Chris West
Dive Services
250-888-7199
250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

FOR SALE
Seniors!
Cycles of all kinds,
custom designed
to fit your abilities
Talk to Louis Vallee

250-539-5317
—ARCycles—
Your FREE WORD AD

250-629-3660

islandtides@islandtides.com

specializing in…
pvc deck membranes &
aluminum railings for
sundecks, garage decks
and roofdecks.
call dave Woode
contracting:

250-537-2990 or
1-800-804-6288

The costs in the other deferral accounts (also listed in the
BOx on page 13) are each, in some way, investments in the
future, and their deferral, or partial deferral, is more normal
accounting practise.

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years
Greenhouses
for Farm
and Garden

MOVED
HOMES

Tel: (250) 539-9941
www.steelgc.com

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from
www.nickelbros.com

1-866-606-2237

• Water Wells
• Hydrofracturing
to improve Well yields

• drilling for geosource
1-800-746-7444
250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com

250-629-3660
islandtides@islandtides.com

ŵĂƉƉŝŶŐ͗

ͲĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů
ͲĐƌŽǁŶůĂŶĚĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ
ͲƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞΘůĂŶĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

ĞŶ<Ğƌƌ
ϮϱϬͲϴϱϴͲϴϱϵϯ
ďĞŶΛĨŽƵŶĚƌǇƐƉĂƟĂů͘ĐŽŵ

Ship to
Shore

Tree
Services

Island to Island Arborist
John Racine

• Heating
• Gas/Propane
• Plumbing
Sales & Service

reliable, dependable,
professional, over 20
years experience
serving all gulf islands

David V. Longridge

Journeyman Plumber & Gasﬁtter

250-737-1320
250-710-9002

topping • thinning • lot clearing
pruning • hazardous tree removal
30 years experience • insured

250-668-2186

info@shiptoshore.ca
‘Have boat will travel
anywhere on the westcoast!’

250-388-2712
Bulk Water Delivery
www.H2oonthego.ca
• CRD approved drinking water
• pool ﬁlling • dust control

www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599
- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

True Gulf Island Living
on Lasqueti Island
• Peaceful & free
• Off the grid • Artistic
• Eccentric!
Acreages Homesteads
start at
start at
$165,000 $235,000

www.lisamackay.ca

Recovering Losses From the ‘First
Four’ Accounts
Despite the shuffling of figures, losses in the First Four must
be recovered from consumers. This is being done in two
ways: increasing electricity prices, and by a stopgap—the
rate rider.
Electricity prices went up 6.11% in April, as allowed by
BCUC following a ‘revenue requirements’ application
(RRA) by BC Hydro. However, looking at your Hydro bill
you will see, in the Rate Rider line, an additional percentage
on your bill. It went up 3% in April—it’s now 4%—which
means your power rates actually went up by 9.29% this
year.
Given the size of the accumulating deficits in the ‘First
Four’, it is clear that customer electricity rates will have to
continue to increase.

GAAP Does Not Help
The provincial government has made much of the
‘transparency’ that would result from its adoption of
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
accounting standards. (The explanations in BC Hydro’s
2010 Annual Report are, in fact, reasonably transparent.)
However this does not compensate for a fundamental
flaw in the equation; the provincial policy that assumes that

• 3000 gallon tankers

20+ years experience
Metal roofs & torch-on
Excellent references.
BBB, Licensed, Insured,
WCB, Visa, M/C.

What is a property worth
without water?

REAL ESTATE

Your FREE WORD AD

ƐƵďƐƵƌĨĂĐĞůŽĐĂƟŶŐ͗

ͲǁĂƚĞƌ͕ŐĂƐ͕ƐĞǁĞƌ͕ƉŽǁĞƌ
ͲŵĞƚĂůůŝĐͬĐůĂǇͬƉǀĐƉŝƉĞƐ
ͲƐƚŽƌĂŐĞΘƐĞƉƟĐƚĂŶŬƐ
ͲǁĂƚĞƌƚĂďůĞΘďĞĚƌŽĐŬ

• street ﬂushing • ﬁlm industry

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Mayne Island. Semi-waterfront
cottage, one bedroom, wood floors,
wood/electric heat. Well maintained,
new roof. $225,000 Cash. Contact:
mayne539@yahoo.cae

The Remaining Accounts

S tanding S eam
m etal R oo fing

servicing the gulf islands

FREE TO GOOD
HOME

Both the Heritage Deferral Account (HDA) and NonHeritage Deferral Account (NHDA) are referred to as ‘cost
of energy deferral accounts’, since they record variance
between the planned and actual cost of energy for sale to
customers in BC.
BCTC Deferral Account (BCTCDA) and Trade Income
Deferral Account (TIDA) record variances from the planned
financial results of the transmission and energy trading
operations of BC Hydro.
In ‘Special Direction HC2’, the cabinet has ordered that
the actual losses in these four accounts should not be
counted against BC Hydro’s published current year results.
In future years, should BC Hydro exceed annual RRA
targets, the amounts carried over in these ‘profit and loss’
accounts would be reduced. (However, as these accounts
represent actual losses or gains, it is misleading to excluded
them from current year results.)

Fax 250-383-2198

Steele Greenhouse
Components Inc.
Mayne Island

Advertise: 250-629-3660

BCHYDRO from page 13

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

ALSO

1990 Silver Nissan S-Cargo. Excellent
condition. 120,000 km. Small retro
commercial van. The S-Cargo design
was inspired by the tiny French Citroen
2CV camionette. $3500. 604-240-2826

Original, vintage Charlton Bullock
‘’Northern Lights’ 17ft, hand-built,
fibreglas touring kayak with rudder.
One mahogany deck panel needs
replacing. Perfect for handy person
in need of a kayak. On Pender.
Christa 250-629-3660

Ltd.

f oR W ateR
C olleCtion S yStemS

www.islandmarine.ca

•INSTALLED •SERVICED
•MAINTAINED

CE VAESE
ANROOFING

N

Well drillers

Bookwiththebest!
Pick-Upfrom
SwartzBayFerry Terminal&
VictoriaAirport

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES
L

AUTOMOTIVE

www.soarecontracting.com

Island Tides’ is delivered to 13,600 households,
3,900 yellow box pick-ups & 100 online readers daily

250-629-3660 www.islandtides.com

FOR RENT
Rent to own opportunity on Salt
Spring. In town and under $400K.
With 10% down, you can start
paying off your own mortgage. Call
250-931-8209.

MEETINGS
Interested in protecting human
rights around the world? Consider
helping to start up an Amnesty
International action circle! Contact
Don Wright at dwright@amnesty.ca
for info with no obligation!

BC Hydro’s revenue projections, made for its application
to BCUC, are completely accurate (when in fact they can be
hundreds of millions of dollars astray) and then, through
‘Special Directives’, ensures that the final accounts—and
thus revenue to the government—reflect these original
assumptions.
All well and good if BC Hydro is in the black. However,
it looks increasingly unlikely that BCHydro will be able to
pay off its deferred costs from future profits. And, if it can’t,
sooner or later, British Columbians will have to foot the bill;
either through increased electricity rates, or, when BC
Hydro fails to be able to produce its ‘dividend’ to the
provincial government, through taxes, or both. (Note that
the ‘equity’, and the dividend return on equity are all
determined by the government, not by BC Hydro.)

BC Hydro Losses Not Likely to Turn
Around Anytime Soon
The economic downturn has resulted in lower demand for
electricity in BC, and lower prices in both electricity and gas
trading; both hurt BC Hydro’s 2010 bottom line severely.
The provincial government’s special directives now have
the effect of concealing the resultant losses. That’s not just
‘creative accounting’; that’s tantamount to fraud. 0
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Preserving agricultural land still challenging
The Agricultural Land Commission
continues to face challenges in achieving its
mandate to preserve agricultural land and
encourage farming in British Columbia, says
Auditor General John Doyle in his most
recent report, ‘Audit of the Agricultural
Land Commission’.
‘In 1994, my office examined the
commission’s performance and found that
there were a number of improvements
needed if the commission’s mandate was to
be met,’ said Doyle. ‘Sixteen years later and
upon re-examination, I found that
significant challenges continue.’
The Agricultural Land Commission is an
arm’s-length tribunal responsible for
administering the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR), made up of approximately
4.7 million hectares of land located
throughout the province. This land was set
aside in the 1970s due to concern over the
loss of agricultural land to urban
development. The commission makes
decisions on applications for non-farm uses,
subdivisions, and to add or remove land. It
is also responsible for working with local
governments on land-use planning, as well
as compliance and enforcement activities.
The audit examined whether the

commission was effectively preserving
agricultural land, encouraging farming,
protecting the ALR and evaluating its own
effectiveness. Among the audit’s main
findings are several challenges to meeting
these criteria, including:
• a lack of knowledge regarding the
boundaries of the ALR and the included
lands’ suitability for agricultural use.
• inadequate
compliance
and
enforcement activities.
• the commission’s self-identified
limitations to meet its goals through the
application process.
• the
commission’s
insufficient
involvement in long-term land use planning
with local governments.
• a need for more adequate evaluation of
the results of its decisions.
‘The fundamental importance of
preserving agricultural land is particularly
significant given the uncertain effects of
climate change on our food imports and our
agricultural systems,’ said Doyle. ‘I am
encouraged by the commission’s acceptance
of my recommendations and I look forward
to receiving updates on their plans and
actions for future improvements.’ 0
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Happy 90 th Birthday, Margaret!
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Margaret Griffiths, Galiano Island matriarch and respected community leader, doesn’t
officially become 90 years of age for a few weeks, yet a bountiful number of friends,
neighbours and family members gathered on Saturday, September 11 in the Galiano
Community Hall to begin the celebrations. Lots of food and drink, plenty of heartfelt
congratulations, songs & stories ... even a especially composed 'Margaret Griffiths jig'... all
contributed to a most festive and fun afternoon. Margaret, who reported that she’d last
danced a waltz 60 years ago, had specially asked that ‘there be dancing too’ so, dancing
there was, to many Big Band tunes from long ago!
A resident of Galiano for several decades, Margaret twice served as an Island Trustee,
most courageously during the early 1990s when MacMillan Bloedel—attempting to sell its
Island lands—took the Local Trust Committee to court over newly adopted bylaws which
increased minimum lot size and restricted Forest Zoned lands to non-residential use.
Though the judge ruled in Mac Blo’s favour, the Islands Trust took the decision to the BC
Appeal Court ... and won.
Mac Blo appealed their case to the Supreme Court but that court did not accept the case
for hearing. To quote from Margaret’s account of these events, published as The Story Of
Galiano Island—Across Thirty Important Years: ‘at the end of the day, the people of
Galiano Island had won the right to consider development of the forest zone with care ….’
Margaret then retired from public life for awhile—to her roses and her dying husband
George. After George’s death in 1995, Margaret authored Morning Light, an account of
George’s solo sailing from Britain across the Atlantic in 1981 and of his son’s death in 1982
while a member of an all-Canadian expedition to climb Mount Everest.
Always a good community member, Margaret keeps very interested and involved in
Island life and Island politics. Few Galiano meetings and events take place without
Margaret Griffiths in attendance. Her garden on Georgeson Bay continues to grow roses,
her home is frequented by guests and visitors.
Margaret is a well liked, much loved, greatly admired person, a veritable fount of facts
and figures, a treasured resident of her home Island. 0

